RedMileBets.com Reward Program—Rules and Regulations
1. RedMileBets customers who wager online or via phone will enjoy rewards of 5% on WPS, 7% on
Exacta/Quinella/DD, and 9% on all other exotics based on average of $30k or less in handle per
month.
2. Please email Julie at jsorrell@theredmile.com for a personalized rate if your average handle is
greater than $30,000 per month.
3. Rewards will be deposited into the player’s account by noon eastern the next day.
4. Customers may not withdraw funds from their account. It must be wagered. Once the value of
the rewards have been wagered whatever is left in the account can be withdrawn.
5. Wagering must be conducted through RedMileBets.com’s internet and/or telephone account
wagering system to be eligible for rewards.
6. Only “individuals” legally allowed to wager will be eligible to participate in this program.
Corporations, partnerships, joint ventures, syndicates, trusts and other legal entities are not
eligible to participate.
7. Eligibility is limited to one person per RedMileBets.com wagering account per family, per
household.
8. Rewards are non-transferable and have no cash value and there are no implied benefits other
than those published or posted.
9. If at any time RedMileBets.com management becomes aware that a RedMileBets.com account
holder is attempting to use deception, partnering, or any other impermissible method, the
matter shall be investigated by RedMileBets.com. If as a result of such investigation it is
determined that an account holder has in fact attempted to earn rewards via an impermissible
method, such account holder will have his or her wagering account privileges revoked. The cash
balance of any such forfeited account shall be refunded to the named account holder minus any
sums attributable to reward dollars.
10. RedMileBets.com reserves the right to exclude anyone from receiving rewards for cause.
11. RedMileBets.com account holders are subject to all applicable state and federal tax
requirements.
12. RedMileBets.com reserves the right to cancel or modify this program at any time and all
decisions of RedMileBets.com are final.
13. Please note the following exceptions:
a. Balmoral, Maywood and Dover Downs - Minus 2% on all wagers
b. Northfield Park, Meadowlands and Lone Star - Minus 3% on all wagers
c. THE RED MILE - Plus 1.5% on all wagers!
14. Rewards will not be given on any wagers placed which create a minus pool.
15. The Red Mile reserves the right to lower percentages received on certain wagers as tracks raise
and lower their takeout rates throughout the year.

